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Introduction

Overtime the amount of data being collected and processed has tripled, which has made it more difficult to manage and analyze. Today streaming and batch data processing are the most important forms of big data analytics and huge systems like Spark [1] and Hadoop [2] were created to process the extreme amounts of data. Although, Spark and Hadoop were developed to handle big data each system has its restrictions as single projects. They are restricted to certain aspects such as data management coordinated together, task management, and communication. Therefore, in real time, there is a need for a big data toolkit that will include all of the many aspects that may be distributed over different data driven applications. Different designs integrated into one major toolkit that can present components to handle volume, velocity, veracity, and variety all in one data driven application. Today’s research domain is facing difficult challenges dealing with different data analyzing applications and frameworks. The reason being that certain components in each application or framework may not be in all, so some may lack main pieces such as cost efficiency, energy consumption, and the least amount of time being taken to finish.

Below explains the tasks given during this research:
1. Used Twister2 to run experiments working with different MPI operations such as "reduce".
2. Created Charts to show the results from the experiments ran in twister2.
3. Generated a class that consisted of three subjects to then find the max score of subject1, the average score of subjects 1-3, and who was at the top of the class using MPI and Twister2.

Results

The following highlights the results provided by the First and Third task given:

https://github.com/KyanieWaters/Twister2-Project

The following highlights the results provided by the second task given below. It shows data from running experiments that work with one processor, the “reduce” MPI operator, and a data range of 2-1024.

- Local Streaming Reduce Timing [1 Worker, Stages (8,1)]
- Variable Data Size

![Graph showing Local Streaming Reduce Timing](https://github.com/KyanieWaters/Twister2-Project)

Conclusion

In conclusion, Twister2 can have a huge impact on data analytics in the world today. From the experiment created, Twister2 provides just the right data analytic options in order to get the job done and provide some of the best result. Consequently, it has an absence of user APIs that most enjoy from many other data analytic frameworks. Twister2 can become a framework that works well with both batch and streaming analytics, and with an enormous amount of data it can efficiently analyze data sets better than other data analytic frameworks. Although, it is yet to attract the Dev community generously, it also provides a well developed version of how to combine HPC capabilities with big data [4] analytic systems.
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